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SUMMARY

This paper expounds a modified geometric optics
method for the solution of Maxwellian equations based
upon waves in isotropic medium, earlier developed by
Rytov. The equation arrived at is useful for vossi.ble
applications in radioastronomy and radiophysics.

1. As is well known, in feebly anisotropic media, for which the non-

diagonal tensor components of dielectric constant Eik and the differences

between the diagonal components are smal;_ ')y comparison with p - 1/klt 1,

where 1 is the characteristic scale of medium property variation, the geo-
metric optics approximation in the form of independent normal waves is inap-

plicable [1]. However, in this case one may construct a geometric-optical

approximation of Maxwellian equations, resting upon the representation on

waves in an isotropic medium, considering the tensor vik - Eik— Edik as a

perturbation I vikl'g e(we may assume for E, as an example, 73 SP E ik), and

applying the theory developed by S. M. Rytov [2, 3). The corresponding modi-

fication of the geometric optics method, for which S. M. Rytov proposed the

denomination of quasi-isotropic approximations, is expounded below.

2. In order to have the possibility to make use of formal field ampli-

tude expansion by powers 1/k (the wave number k = w/c will be the great para-

meter of the problem), we shall ascribe to quantities v ik an order of smallness

1/k, postulating vik - Eik/k. The Maxwellian equations will take the form

rot H + ikeE = —itE, rot E — ikH = 0,

f
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2

differing from equations for a field in an isotropic medium by the presence

of the term —iEE, which is small by comparison with kEE.

Searching for an asymptotic solution of Eq.(1) in the same form as for

an inhomogenous isotropic medium, that is, assuming

1	 ;; ► "" "

nt=u

one may be convinced that the phase

to the eikonal equation (0^) 2 = e, and
H (0) (method's zero approximation) are
direction of wave normal t = 0^/ J0^)

it =	 (ik)`HbnVkcP,

is subject, as in an isotropic medium,

that the vectorial amplitudes E (0) and
tranvserse to one another and to the

This is why we may postulate

E (0) = 0 ln + 0 2U,	 H(°) _ /C-- (0 	 02n),
where n and n are unitary vectors of the main normal and binormal to the

beam.

The compatibility conditions of first approximation equations having

the form

HBO) rot HBO) + f.E(0) rot EEO ) + MO)SE(0) = 0,

NO rot EEO) — EEO ) rot HBO ) — MO)-̂E(0) = 0,	 (2)

represent in essence two equations for the determination of $ 1 and (P2.

The solution

11, = EMe' ►;ri = ((I) t n .+. (J)Me ieP ,	 11 = IlMe" ' T = lit•( (D 1 U — (02n), (3)

in which (P 1 and 4) 2 are found from (2), is the principal term of the asymp-

totic series in quasi-isotropic approximation.

3. One may write Egs.(2) in different form, provided the denotations

X = In (ye1) 2), m2 = ID 1 2 + 022, 0 = aretg (02/ 13),) are introduced:

llU 
+ d.; V t = _ r ^- Wr* - 

tt 
b) + (^nn — ^Ib) co.920 + (`^nb +' Sbn) y in 20],	 (4)r ,	 n n	 `mob	 )

	

1_	 F ff	 t	 t(10	 % +	 f - t(`I n '— ^nh) ^- (^n b 	 4.) cos 20 — (bnri — ebb) s'n .'.8). 	 (5)1, e
Here bnn. ^nb, Zl,n, Ebb are the components of tensor Eik in a system of coordinates

whose axes coincide with orts of the natural trihedrons n, b, t; dQ is the

'T I



element of length, and T is the torsion radius of the ray: 2/T = 	 rot n + n rot b.

It is essential that the angle 8 = arc tg ((P 2 /1W may be found from Eq.(5) inde-

pendently of the amplitude C In the general case this angle is complex: 8 =

+ i8". The real part of 8 determines the orientation of the polarization

ellipse relative to orts n and b, while the imaginary part is the ellipse's

degree of stretching: the minor to major axis ratio is equal to th8".

Within the bounds of vanishingly small anisotropy (Vik - Eik/k -* 0), Eqs.

(4) and (5) obviously yield results earlier obtained for the isotropic meoium.

and namely, from them is derived the law of intensity conservation div ( 3E^ 2 t) = 0
and the Rytov law for the rotation of the polarization plane d8/dc = 1/ T [2, 31•
It may be shown that, as the anisotropy increases (when iv; k I :^-µ z 1ik1, but

ivid < e) solution (3) passes to the sum of two so called shortened normal waves,

i.e. , independent waves, in which terms of the order %'ik 
( 2 < vfk in amplitudes

and phases are rejected. Owing to this, the solution (3) joins naturally with

normal waves (consideration of the latter was conducte-?, for example, in [1,4,5]

for the one-dimenional case, and in [6,7], for the three-dimensional case).

As a result of this, the investigation of wave propagation at the outset

of the aritrary three-dimensionally inhomogenous anistropic layer is signifi-

cantly simplified. In connection with this it should be stated more precisely

that the conclusion derived in [1,4,5] on the inapplicability of geometric

optics in feebly anisotropic medium (or at the origin of the anisotropic layer)

refers in reality only to the approximation in the form of independent normal

waves, and not to the quasi-isotropic approximation.

4. As an example of application of Eq.(5), we shall consider the problem

of polarization variatian of a high frequency field in a gyrotropic plasma,

taking account simultaneously of linear and quadratic magneto-optical effects.

In high frequencies, v = 4ne'N/ mu0 2 <c 1 ani ] `it = efle/nic (o < 1 (He is a permanent
magntic field). It is natural to take for a the quantity 1 — v. Having com-

puted the tensor components Pik = kvik = k(e ik — ad ik ) with the help of expres-

sions for e ik available, for example, in [1], and having preserved in them the

linear and quadratic terms with respect to H o , we shall ob tain for

(1AI	 1	 i
_W= T

4__ l^v rucosa— ^, kvusin2 a sin 2(0-}- ),

where a is the angle between vectors t and He and ^ is the angle between the

main normal to the beam n and the plane (t, Ho).

1- Mil-
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Eq.(6) describes the field polarization at quasi-longitudinal (a .<c 1), as

well as at quasi-tra;.sverse ( (tr/2 — al << L)  propagation. In case of quasi-lon-

gitudinal propagation we may neglect the last term in (6), thus obtaining

a

	

0 (a) =. 0 (0) + S 1°, + o f, (a),	 (7)
u

where
OF (a) = z k v Vu cos ado = „a C̀  W S N110 cos a do

o	 u

is the Faraday rotation angle. Therefore, when a < 1, the resulting rotation

angle of the polarization plane is determined by beam torsion and Faraday effect

(this result was obtained in [7] by another, not quite legitimate method, i.e.

from the consideration of the superimposition of two independent circularly-

polarized waves).

The last term in Eq.(6), which is quadratic with respect to Ha, describes

the Cotton-Mouton effect. Explicit expressions for 6 in the form cf quadratures

may be obtained at not too great distances Q, taking into account that in high

frequencies u< Yu, and applying to (6) the theory of perturbations. Having

assumed (7) for the zero approximation, we shall have in the first approxima-

tion
a

(a) = lie 0 (a) _ 0 (0) + `a + OF (a).

a
U" (a) = fill  (a) = — 

k S 
uv s^n2 a sin [2 (A' (a) ; gyp)) da.	 (8)

As stated above, the quantity th6" - 6" determiner, the minor to major

Axis of polarization ellipse's axes, that is, the degree of field depolari-

zation. Formulas (8) may be useful for radioastronomical and radiophysical

applications.

The author expresses his deep gratitude tp S. M. Rytov, L. L. Goryshkin

and Yu. Ya. Yashin, for the discussion and valuable counsel.
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